Add a message to inform user that Chamilo use Cookies - While read, user close this message

In the law of some countries, you have to inform user if your website use Cookies. This feature add this message on top page. User click on it when read, adn a cookie store for 1 year that the user is aware of the information.
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Revision 5e8ae687 - 23/01/2015 16:22 - baelmyhu
Adds cookie warning message see #7478
A configuration option is required in configuration.php:
chamilo_use_cookie_warning_validation

Revision 3d8fbb75 - 23/01/2015 22:02 - Yannick Warnier
Update configuration setting and language terms for cookie - refs #7478

History
#1 - 23/01/2015 16:24 - Julio Montoya
- Status changed from New to Needs more info
- Assignee changed from Julio Montoya to Hubert Borderiou

Added here:
https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/commit/5e8ae687fd8a303e707a6a4fa677313056eb87c7

#2 - 23/01/2015 22:16 - Yannick Warnier
- Status changed from Needs more info to Feature implemented
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Checked and approved.
Task #7480 goes a little deeper for public computers